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The case study is a common and useful type of medical publication. It usually reports the new observation, 
intervention or rare forgotten findings [1]. It can be a useful resource for many situations such as emergence 
of outbreak [2]. To report a case study, the reporter has to follow standard ethical practice. In fact in any 
“international case study and case report journal”, the code of conduct is usually an important concern and 
requirement. Here, the examples of important code of conduct quoted can be directly assessed from referencing 
journal http://case-study-case-report.simdif.com. With a reference to standard code of conduct, it is expected 
that all authors have to follow and practice in the correct and ethical way. In brief, these three things have to 
be strictly considered and followed:a) conflict of interest clearance and declaration, b) and c) inform consent 
clearance, c) human and animal rights protection and d) clearance for free of  plagiarism, duplication and 
misconduct [3].Failure for following of the code of conduct usually results in ethical problem, rejection of 
submitted paper, retraction of the published article or sanctioning by international society [3]. When one start 
to write a case study for publication, one should concern on the mentioned code of conduct and prepare the 
manuscript according to the instruction of author. One might expect for an acceptance of article for publication 
and a good published article can be further worldwide referenced!
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